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	Europe in Crisis: Bolt from the Blue?, 9780415637244 (0415637244), Routledge, 2012

	This book analyzes the European Great Recession of 2008-12, its economic and social causes, its historical roots, and the policies adopted by the European Union to find a way out of it. It contains explicit debates with several economists and analysts on some of the most controversial questions about the causes of the crisis and the policies applied by the European Union.


	It presents the cases of Iceland, Greece and Ireland, the countries that first declined into crisis in Europe, each of them in a different way. Iceland is a case study for reckless banking practices, Greece of reckless public spending, and Ireland of reckless household indebtedness. At least seven other countries, mostly from the peripheries of Europe, had similarly reckless banking and spending practices.


	In the center of the book are the economic and social causes of the crisis. Contemporary advanced capitalism became financialized, de-industrialized and globalized and got rid of the "straitjacket" of regulations. Solid banking was replaced by high-risk, "casino-type" activity. The European common currency also had a structural problem — monetary unification without a federal state and fiscal unification. The other side of the same coin is European hyper-consumerism. A new lifestyle emerged during two super-prosperous periods in the 1950s to 1960s, and during the 1990s to 2006. Trying to find an exit policy, the European Union turned to strict austerity measures to curb the budget deficit and indebtedness. This book critically analyzes the debate around austerity policy.


	The creation of important supra-national institutions, and of a financial supervisory authority and stability mechanisms, strengthens integration. The correction of the euro’s structural mistake by creating a quasi-fiscal unification is even more important. The introduction of mandatory fiscal rules and their supervision promises a long-term solution for a well-functioning common currency. These measures, meanwhile, create a two-tier European Union with a fast-track core. This book suggests that the European Union will emerge stronger from the crisis.


	This book will be of particular interest to students and researchers of economics, history, political science and international finance, but will also prove profitable reading for practitioners and the interested public.
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Fundamentals of Modern Electric Circuit Analysis and Filter Synthesis: A Transfer Function ApproachSpringer, 2019

	This textbook explains the fundamentals of electric circuits and uses the transfer function as a tool to analyze circuits, systems, and filters.  The author avoids the Fourier transform and three phase circuits, since these topics are often not taught in circuits courses.  General transfer functions for low pass, high pass, band pass...

		

Vaadin 7 UI Design By Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Vaadin is a mature, open-source, and powerful Java framework used to build modern web applications in plain Java. Vaadin brings back the fun of programming UI interfaces to the web universe. No HTML, no CSS, no JavaScript, no XML. Vaadin lets you implement web user interfaces using an object oriented model, similar to desktop technologies...


		

Antipatterns: Identification, Refactoring, and ManagementAuerbach Publications, 2005
AntiPatterns: Identification, Refactoring, and Management catalogs 48 bad management practices and environments common to software development, IT, and other organizations. The authors cover antipatterns of management, along with environmental/cultural antipatterns and personality antipatterns/phenotypes. Through the classification of these harmful...




	

Biology Demystified (TAB Demystified)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Guide to understanding basic and applied scientific information, for those who've had not formal training in biology. Includes more than 150 illustrations, a pronunciation guide, self-tests, and reviews. Softcover. DLC: Biology.    

       UNDERSTAND BIOLOGY -- WITHOUT DISSECTING ANYTHING!
  If you're years removed...


		

Molecular Basis of Memory, Volume 122 (Progress in Molecular Biology and Translational Science)Academic Press, 2014

	This special volume of Progress in Molecular Biology and Translational Science provides a current overview of how memory is processed in the brain. A broad range of topics are presented by leaders in the field, ranging from brain circuitry to synaptic plasticity to the molecular machinery that contributes to the brain's...


		

Exam Ref 70-483: Programming in C#Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		The Microsoft 70-483 exam focuses on a broad range of topics that you can use in your work
	
		as a C# developer. This book helps you understand both the basic and the more advanced
	
		areas of the C# language. It shows you how to use the C# language to create powerful software
	
		applications. This book also shows you how to...
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